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Abstract
As one of the major frauds in financial services, cash-out
fraud is that users pursue cash gains with illegal or insincere
means. Conventional solutions for the cash-out user detection
are to perform subtle feature engineering for each user and
then apply a classifier, such as GDBT and Neural Network.
However, users in financial services have rich interaction relations, which are seldom fully exploited by conventional solutions. In this paper, with the real datasets in Ant Credit Pay
of Ant Financial Services Group, we first study the cashout user detection problem and propose a novel hierarchical attention mechanism based cash-out user detection model,
called HACUD. Specifically, we model different types of objects and their rich attributes and interaction relations in the
scenario of credit payment service with an Attributed Heterogeneous Information Network (AHIN). The HACUD model
enhances feature representation of objects through meta-path
based neighbors exploiting different aspects of structure information in AHIN. Furthermore, a hierarchical attention
mechanism is elaborately designed to model user’s preferences towards attributes and meta-paths. Experimental results
on two real datasets show that the HACUD outperforms the
state-of-the-art methods.

Introduction
Credit Payment Services, such as offline credit card services
in commercial banks and online credit payments in internet financial institutions, are widely used in many aspects
of daily life and bring convenience to both users and merchants. However, ever-increasing frauds have seriously influenced the security of credit payment services. Cash-out
fraud is to pursue cash gains with illegal or insincere means,
e.g., through buying pre-paid cards or other goods then reselling them. With the rapid development of e-commerce,
it has become one of the major frauds on various kinds of
credit payment services. Cash-out fraud behavior is illegal
and may cause financial venture, since the probability of
loan default is much higher for cash-out users in most cases.
Therefore, cash-out user detection becomes one of the most
important components of the fraud detection system in financial institutions.
The goal of cash-out user detection is to predict whether
a user will do cash-out transactions or not in the future.
Copyright c 2019, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.
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Figure 1: The AHIN of the scenario of credit payment service.
Thus this problem can be formulated as a classification problem. Conventional solutions first perform subtle feature engineering for each user, and then a classifier, such as treebased model or neural network, is trained based on these
features. The key point of these methods is to extract statistical features of users from different aspects, such as user
profile, credit history, transaction summarizing, and recent
behaviors in other relative businesses. Conventional methods make prediction mainly based on the statistical features
of a certain user, but seldom fully exploit the interaction relations between users, which may be beneficial to the cash-out
user detection problem.
In fact, there are rich interaction relations in the scenario of credit payment service, which are really important
to the cash-out user detection problem. Fig. 1(a) demonstrates a general scenario of credit payment service, where
there are three types of objects: users, merchants, and devices (the way to access services, e.g., websites, desktops,
mobile apps, wifi devices, etc.). Besides the attribute information, these objects also have rich interaction information
e.g., the fund transfer relation among users, the login relation
between users and devices, and the transaction relation be-

tween users and merchants. The cash-out users not only have
abnormal features, but also behavior abnormally in interaction relations. For example, the cash-out users may simultaneously have many transaction and fund transfer interactions
with particular merchants, which is hard to be exploited by
traditional feature extraction.
In order to exploit the interaction relations and feature information, we propose to model the scenario of credit payment service with an Attributed Heterogeneous Information
Network (AHIN). The recently emerging Heterogeneous
Information Network (HIN) (Shi et al., 2017), consisting
of multiple types of nodes and links, has been proposed as
a powerful information modeling method for characterizing
data heterogeneity (Sun et al., 2011; Zhao et al., 2017). Furthermore, in order to incorporate the attribute information
of objects, we extend traditional HIN to AHIN, where objects in HIN may contain attributes (or termed as features).
Fig. 1(b) shows the network schema of the AHIN in the
scenario of credit payment service, which clearly illustrates
the objects and their interactions. Several efforts have been
made for mining HIN and shown promising performance in
various kinds of applications (Dong, Chawla, and Swami,
2017; Sun and Han, 2012; Shi et al., 2018). However, they
are usually designed for specific task and only exploit structure information, so they cannot be directly applied for the
AHIN and the cash-out user detection problem.
In this paper, we first study the cash-out detection problem under the AHIN framework, and propose a novel
Hierarchical Attention mechanism based Cash-out User
Detection model, called HACUD. The basic idea of HACUD
is to significantly enhance the feature representation of objects through fully exploiting interaction relations, i.e., with
the help of meta-path based neighbors in AHIN. Inspired
by (Kipf and Welling, 2017; Zhang et al., 2018) and our observations on real data, we assume that the feature representation of objects, besides intrinsic features, are also constituted by the features of their neighbors. We propose the
concept of meta-path based neighbors to exploit rich structure information in AHIN. That is, we can find neighbors
of a node through the assigned meta-path (a relation sequence connecting two nodes). It has several advantages:
(1) It can capture different aspects of structure information
through different meta-paths (Han et al., 2018); (2) It greatly
reduces the dimension of representation space, compared to
traditional network representation learning methods; (3) It is
potential to predict new-coming nodes dynamically. Furthermore, we assume that object attributes and meta-paths have
different importances, and elaborately design a hierarchical
attention mechanism to learn user preferences towards attributes and meta-paths. Specifically, the first layer of our attention mechanism models the user’s attention in the feature
space (i.e., attributes), while the second layer captures the
different contributions of different meta-paths for the prediction task. Finally, a cash-out probability is predicted based
on aggregated feature representation with a multi-layer perceptron.
In summary, our work has the following contributions.
• We are the first to study the cash-out users detection
problem, which is a very important and widely existing

problem in financial fraud field.
• We propose to model the cash-out user detection problem as a classification problem in AHIN which is constituted
by different types of objects and their rich interactions in the
scenario of credit payment service.
• We propose a novel model HACUD to solve the problem, which employs meta-path based neighbors to fully
exploit structure information and a hierarchical attention
mechanism to automatically learn the importance of attributes and meta-paths.
• Extensive experiments on two real datasets illustrate the
best performance of the proposed HACUD compared to the
state of arts, as well as the benefits of hierarchical attention
mechanism.

Preliminary
A HIN is a special kind of information network, which contains either multiple types of objects or multiple types of
links (Sun and Han, 2012). In order to integrate widely existing attribute information of objects, we further extend HIN
to attributed heterogeneous information network (AHIN) as
follows.
Definition 1 Attributed Heterogeneous Information Network (AHIN). An AHIN is denoted as G = {V, E, X} consisting of an object set V, a link set E and an attribute information matrix1 X ∈ R|V|×k . An AHIN is also associated
with a node type mapping function φ : V → A and a link
type mapping function ψ : E → R. A and R denote the sets
of predefined object and link types, where |A| + |R| > 2.
In AHINs, two objects can be connected via different semantic paths, which are called meta-paths.
Definition 2 Meta-path (Sun et al., 2011). A meta-path ρ is
Rl
R1
R2
defined as a path in the form of A1 −−→
A2 −−→
· · · −→
Al+1 (abbreviated as A1 A2 · · · Al+1 ), which describes a
composite relation R = R1 ◦ R2 ◦ · · · ◦ Rl between object
A1 and Al+1 , where ◦ denotes the composition operator on
relations.
Example 1 As shown in Fig. 1(a), we construct an AHIN
to model the scenario of credit payment service in which
cash-out fraud usually happens. It consists of multiple types
of objects(i.e., User (U ), Merchant (M ), Device (D)) with
rich attributes and relations (i.e., fund transfer relation between users and transaction relation between users and merchants). In the AHIN, two users can be connected via multiple meta-paths, e.g., “User-(fund transfer) -User” (U U ) and
“User-(transaction) -Merchant-(transaction)-User” (U M U ). Different meta-path always convey different semantics. For example, the U U path connects users having fund transfer
from one to another, while the U M U connects users having transactions with the same merchants.
As a major technical approach, meta-path based data mining methods have been extensively studied in HINs (Shi et
al., 2017). Giving a meta-path ρ, there exists multiple specific neighbors w.r.t. each user. This neighbors set can reveal
semantics and structure information of users in AHIN.
1
In our work, we discretize the original attributes to the same
dimension.
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Figure 2: The architecture of the proposed model
Definition 3 Meta-path based Neighbors. Giving a user u
in an AHIN, the meta-path based neighbors is defined as the
set of aggregate neighbors under the given meta-path for the
user u in the AHIN.
Example 2 Take Fig. 1(a) as an example. Giving the metapath U U , the neighbors of “Mary” are “Bob” and “Tom”.
Similarly, the neighbors of ”Mary” based on meta-path
UMU are “Tom”. Obviously, meta-path based neighbors
can exploit different aspects of structure information in
AHIN.
Here we model the scenario of credit payment service
with an AHIN which can comprehensively integrate rich
features and interaction information. Furthermore, we define
the cash-out user detection problem under the AHIN framework as follows.
Definition 4 Cash-out User Detection Problem under
AHIN. In the cash-out user detection problem, various kinds
of objects and their interactions can be modeled as an AHIN
G = {V, E, X}. In our setting, we focus on detecting cashout users who are a subset of the node set, denoted as
U ⊂ V. We assign a label yu ∈ {0, 1} on each user u ∈ U to
indicate whether he/she is a cash-out user or not. Given the
AHIN G = {V, E, X} and the training set D = {(u, yu )},
the goal is to predict the cash-out probability put of user ut
in the test set.

The Proposed Model
In this section, we firstly analyze the effect of meta-path
based neighbors on the cash-out user detection on real
data and then present the proposed Hierarchical Attention
mechanism based Cash-out User Detection model, called
HACUD shortly. We show the overall architecture of the
proposed model in Fig. 2. Firstly, we aggregate neighbors for
each user based on different meta-paths to integrate multiple
aspects of structure information in AHIN, and then we transform and fuse the original features for better representation
learning. Considering that different features and meta-paths
have different importances, we design a hierarchical attention mechanism to model user preferences towards features
and meta-paths.

Figure 3: The lifting percentages of cash-out rate in users
with different amount of cash-out neighbors against users
without any cash-out neighbor in two meta-paths.

Observations in Real Data
Intuitively, the cash-out users tend to aggregate closely
through different kinds of interactions. Taking the AHIN in
Fig. 1(a) as an example, cash-out users tend to make more
transactions with merchants which sell particular goods
(e.g., pre-pard cards) or interact with more deceivers. In order to validate the aggregation of cash-out users with respect
to different relations, we do experiments on the real dataset
in Ant Credit Pay of Ant Financial Services Group (see Ten
Days Dataset in Experiments).
We first collect the meta-path based neighbors of each
user based on two meta-paths (U M U meaning users having transactions with the same merchants and U U meaning
users having fund transfer from one to another). For each
meta-path, we count the number of neighbors who are cashout user (called cash-out neighbor), and divide all users into
different groups with respect to the number of their cash-out
neighbors. The cash-out rate (i.e., the proportion of cash-out
users) is calculated in each group. The lifting percentages of
cash-out rate in different user groups against users without
any cash-out neighbor, with respect to two meta-paths, are
presented in Fig. 3. We have the following observations.
(1) Users with higher cash-out rate tend to have more
cash-out neighbors. This observation illustrates that metapath based neighbors have consistent behaviors with the
original user, which implies that the features of users can
stem from that of their meta-path based neighbors.
(2) Different meta-path based neighbors have different
impacts on users. In Fig. 3, two meta-paths yield different
lifting percentages. It inspires us that different meta-paths
have different importances on users, which can be captured
by recent emerging attention mechanism.

Meta-path based Neighbors Aggregation
Inspired by recently emerging graph convolutional networks (Kipf and Welling, 2017; Dai, Dai, and Song, 2016)
and the above observations on real data, we think that feature
representations of objects, besides their intrinsic features,
are also composed of the features of their neighbors. Based
on this idea, we aggregate meta-path based neighbors for
each user. Specifically, similar to recent attributed network
embedding (Liang et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018), we adopt
to represent a node w.r.t. a certain meta-path via aggregating

features of its neighbors rather than the one-hot representation of its neighbors. For each user u, we can obtain the
aggregated features based on meta-path ρ as below:
X ρ
(1)
wuj ∗ xj ,
xρu =
j∈Nuρ

where Nuρ is the neighbors of node j based on meta-path ρ
and xj represents the attribute information vector associated
with node j. The given link weight wuj > 0 for weighted
networks and wuj = 1 for unweighted networks.

Feature Fusion
For each user u, we can obtain its own feature xu as well as
a set of its neighbor aggregation features based on multiple
meta-paths {xρu }ρ∈P where P denotes the set of meta-paths.
For better representation learning, we set up a feature fusion
part to transform and fuse the original features.
Firstly, we project the original sparse features to the lowdimensional dense representations, and obtain the latent representations of user u and his/her neighbors based on different meta-paths (i.e., hu and hρu ), respectively:
hu = Wxu + b,

hρu = Wρ xρu + bρ ,

(2)

where W∗ ∈ RD×d and b∗ ∈ Rd are the weight matrix
and bias vector, respectively. D is the dimension of original feature space2 and d is the dimension of latent representations. Next, we fuse the latent representations of a user
and his/her neighbors based on each meta-path and add a
fully-connected layer for more complicated interaction. For
a meta-path ρ, we formulate the above procedure and obtain
the fusional representation fuρ w.r.t. meta-path ρ as below,
fuρ = ReLU(WFρ g(hu , hρu ) + bρF ).

(3)

Here, WρF ∈ Rd×2d and bρF ∈ Rd represent the weight
matrix and bias vector based on meta-path ρ, respectively.
g(·, ·) is the fusion function, which can be concatenation,
addition or element-wise product (In our implementation,
g(·, ·) is concatenation).

neighbors fuρ based on meta-path ρ , we adopt a two-layer
neural network to implement the attention.
vuρ
αρu
Wf∗

=

ReLU(Wf1 [hu ; fuρ ] + b1f ),

(4)

=

ReLU(Wf2 vuρ

(5)

b∗f

where
and
denote the weight matrix and bias vector, respectively and [·; ·] represents the concatenation of two
vectors. Following the standard setting of neural attention
networks, we normalize the above attention scores with the
softmax function to obtain the final attention weights.
ρ
exp(αu,i
)
ρ
= PK
α̂u,i
.
ρ
j=1 exp(αu,j )

(6)

Then, the final representation of user u w.r.t. a meta-path ρ
can be computed as follows,
K
e
fuρ = α̂ρu
fuρ ,
(7)
J
where “ ” denotes the element-wise product.
Path Attention Given a user, following the above steps,
we could obtain multiple representations based on multiple meta-paths, which are expected to collaborate with each
other for better prediction. Following (Qu et al., 2017), we
learn the attention weights over different meta-paths for collaboration. Specifically, we define the attention weight of
meta-path ρ for user u using a softmax unit as follows:
βu,ρ = P

exp(zρ T · e
fuC )
T

ρ0 ∈P

exp(zρ0 · e
fuC )

,

(8)

where zρ ∈ R|P|∗d is the attention vector for meta-path ρ
and e
fuC is the concatenation of user u’s representations w.r.t.
all meta-paths (i.e., e
fuρ ). After obtaining the path attention
scores βu,ρ , the final representation aggregating all metapaths is given as the following weighted sum form:
X
eu =
βu,ρ ∗ e
fuρ ,
(9)
ρ∈P

Hierarchical Attention
Intuitively, different users are likely to have different preferences over the features based on different meta-paths as
well as attribute information. Concretely, a user may place
different importances to different-aspect features based on
meta-paths. Moreover, features also have different importances for the prediction task. Due to the effectiveness of
attention mechanism in various machine learning tasks (Hu
et al., 2018; Cheng et al., 2018; You et al., 2016), we design
a hierarchical attention mechanism to capture user preferences towards features and meta-paths.

+

b2f ),

where e
fuρ is the representation of neighbors for user u based
on meta-path ρ in Eq. 7.

Model Learning
Since neural networks have shown strong ability in modeling the complex interactions (He et al., 2017), we feed
the obtained final representation (i.e., eu ) into multiple fully
connected neural networks as follows,
zu = ReLU(WL · · · ReLU(W1 eu + b1 ) + bL ),

(10)

Feature Attention Since different features might not contribute to the prediction task equally, we learn the aspectspecific attention weights over features conditioned on the
involved user based on each meta-path. Given the user latent representation hu and latent representation of his/her

where W∗ and b∗ respectively denote the weight matrix and
the bias vector for each layer. The predicted cash-out probability is obtained via a regression layer with a sigmoid unit:

2
The original attributes are discretized to sparse D-dimensional
feature as the model input

Here wp and bp are the weight vector and the bias, respectively. As our task is classification, we model the objective

pu = sigmoid(wpT zu + bp ).

(11)

function with maximum likelihood estimation, which can be
formulated as follows:
X
(yu log(pu )+(1−yu ) log(1−pu ))+λ||Θ||22 ,
L(Θ) =
hu,yu i∈D

(12)
where yu and pu represent the ground truth and the predicted
cash-out probability of user u, respectively. Θ is the parameter set of the proposed model and λ is the regularizer parameter. The stochastic gradient descent (SGD) or its variants
are adopted for optimization.

Discussion
As mentioned above, the proposed model is a flexible framework to leverage structure and attribute information through
capturing multiple aspects in AHIN. Based on different
meta-paths, we can integrate various kinds of heterogeneous
information to enhance the prediction performance. Moreover, we represent a user via the feature aggregation of
his/her neighbors based on meta-paths, which is a natural way to combine network structure and attribute information. Compared to traditional network embedding methods (Wang, Cui, and Zhu, 2016; Dai, Dai, and Song, 2016),
which represent nodes via their context (e.g., adjacency matrix), our method is more suitable for large-scale networks.
Specifically, the dimension of original input can be reduced
from O(|V|) to O(D), where |V| is the total number of
nodes in network and D is the feature dimension after discretization for each user (D  |V|). For a new user which
never appears in training set, the proposed model can also
learn the representation through his/her meta-path based
neighbors in networks. Therefore, our model has the ability
to give predictions dynamically to some extent.

Experiments
In this section, we construct the experimental evaluation and
present the result analysis.

Evaluation Dataset
With the real-world datasets in Ant Credit Pay, an online credit payment service provided by Ant Financial Services Group, we extract two sub-datasets for the evaluation,
namely Ten Days Dataset (contains 1.88 million users ranging from 2018/03/21 to 2018/03/31 for training) and One
Month Dataset (contains 5.16 million users ranging from
2018/03/01 to 2018/03/31 for training). For both datasets,
we predict the cash-out probability of users in 2018/05/01
(around 0.17 million users). In our datasets, we define the
positive samples as users who have involved in suspected
cash-out transactions within one month and the negative
samples as users who have never involved in suspected cashout transactions within one month. Since we utilize data in
the next month when defining the label, the time interval between training and test set is one month. To be noted that
since the cash-out fraud is very much in the minority among
all transactions, the negative examples are sampled to keep
the cash-out rate at around 2% in our datasets.
We construct an attributed heterogeneous information network based on the two datasets, consisting of 56.75 million

Table 1: Selected meta-paths and meta-path based neighbors
statistics.
Meta-paths
User-(transaction) -Merchant-(transaction)-User
User-(fund transfer) -User
User-(transaction) -Merchant

#Neighbors
(Min / Max / Avg.)
1 / 16860 / 309
1 / 26235 / 150
1 / 81 / 4

users and 0.51 million merchants. In addition, the AHIN
contains 77.40 million fund transfer relations between users
and 20.64 million transaction relations between users and
merchants. We extract 123 attributes for each user, including
user profile, credit history, transaction summarizing, recent
behaviors in other relative businesses and so on. Considering the scale of attribute value and the existence of missing value, we preproccess the two datasets with feature discretization.

Evaluation Metrics
We use the widely adopted metric to measure the performance of cash-out user detection , namely AUC (i.e., Area
Under the ROC Curve). The AUC metric is defined is:
P
|U + |×(|U + |+1)
+ ranku −
2
AU C = u∈U
.
(13)
|U + | × |U − |
Here, U + and U − denotes the positive and negative set in
the test set, respectively. And ranku indicates the rank of
user u via the score of prediction.

Methods to Compare
We consider several representative methods for the cashout user detection task, which can roughly be categorized into three type: (1) Attribute only or Structure only
(GBDT, Node2vec, Metapath2vec). (2) Structure + Attribute
(Node2vec + Feature, Metapath2vec + Feature). (3) Structure + Attribute + Label (Structure2vec, GBDTStruct ).
•Node2vec (Grover and Leskovec, 2016) : It is a representation learning method on homogeneous network. We
employ it to learn representations for nodes, ignoring node
heterogeneity, and feed them into a classification model.
•Metapath2vec (Dong, Chawla, and Swami, 2017) : It
is a heterogeneous information network embedding method
for learning node embedding with meta-path guided random
walks. Similarly, we also feed the node representations into
a classification model.
•Node2vec + Feature : We feed the features of node as
well as the embeddings learned by Node2vec into a classification model.
•Metapath2vec + Feature : We feed the features of node
as well as the embeddings learned by Metapath2vec into a
classification model.
•Structure2vec (Dai, Dai, and Song, 2016) : It is an effective approach for network embedding based on network
structure and feature information with labeled data.
•GBDT (Friedman, 2001) : It is a scalable tree-based
model for feature learning and classification task. We feed
node feature into GBDT.

latent represantation d. A larger value

Table 2: Results of effectiveness experiments on two datasets w.r.t. the dimension of
indicates a better performance.
AUC
Algorithm
Ten Days Dataset
d = 16 d = 32 d = 64 d = 128 d = 16
Node2vec
0.5893 0.5913 0.5926
0.5930
0.5980
0.5914 0.5903 0.5917
0.5920
0.6005
Metapath2vec
Node2vec + Feature
0.6455 0.6464 0.6510
0.6447
0.6541
Metapath2vec + Feature 0.6456 0.6429 0.6469
0.6485
0.6550
Structure2vec
0.6537 0.6556 0.6598
0.6545
0.6641
GBDT
0.6389 0.6389 0.6389
0.6389
0.6467
0.6948 0.6948 0.6948
0.6948
0.6968
GBDTStruct
HACUD
0.7066 0.7115 0.7056
0.7049
0.7132
•GBDTStruct : Besides node feature, we also feed the
aggregate features of meta-path based neighbors into GBDT.

We implement the proposed model based on Tensorflow (Abadi et al., 2016). We utilize two hidden layers
for prediction. We randomly initialize the model parameters with a xavier initializer (Glorot and Bengio, 2010) and
choose RMSProp (Tieleman and Hinton, 2012) as the optimizer. Moreover, we set the batch size to 256, the learning
rate to 0.002 and set the regularizer parameter λ = 0.01 to
prevent overfitting. We report the selected meta-paths and
meta-path based neighbors statistics information in Table 1.
For the other comparison methods, we optimize their parameters according to literatures. Moreover, for all baselines,
we implement them on parameter server based distributed
learning systems(Zhou et al., 2017) for scaling up to largescale datasets. And we select GBDT as the final classification model for the baselines.

d = 128
0.6021
0.5983
0.6518
0.6545
0.6678
0.6467
0.6968
0.7154
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One Month Dataset
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0.6063 0.6009
0.5976 0.5995
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Figure 4: Performance comparison of hierarchical attention
w.r.t. the dimension of latent representation d.

Experimental Results

(i.e., interaction relations) is really helpful for performance
improvement.
(3) Compare the two variants of GBDT (i.e., traditional
GBDT and GBDTStruct ), we can find that GBDTStruct
significantly outperforms traditional GBDT and other baselines, which further demonstrates the contribution of structural features provided by meta-path based neighbors in
AHIN.

Performance Comparison. We report the comparison results of the proposed approach and baselines w.r.t. the dimension of latent representation d in Table 2. The major
findings from the experimental results can be summarized
as follows:
(1) Our model outperforms all the baselines, which indicates that our model adopts a more principled way to
leverage interaction relations and attribute information for
improving prediction performance. Our model achieves the
best performance where the dimension of latent representation d = 32. And overall, the performance change trend is
smooth, indicating that our model is not very sensitive to this
parameter.
(2) Among these baselines, we can find that the overall
performance order is as follows: (label + attribute + structure) based methods (i.e., GBDTStruct , Structure2vec) >
(attribute + structure) based methods (i.e., Node2vec + Feature, Metapath2vec + Feature) > structure or attribute only
based method (i.e., Node2vec, Metapath2vec, GBDT). It indicates that the better performances can be achieved through
fusing more information. In addition, structure information

Effects of Hierarchical Attention. One of the major
contributions of HACUD is hierarchical attention mechanism which learns the user preference towards features
and meta-paths. In order to examine its effectiveness,
we compare our model with its two variants, namely
HACUD\P athAtt (HACUD without path attention) and
HACUD\P athAtt+F eaAtt (HACUD without path and feature attention). For the performance comparison in Fig. 4,
we can find that the overall performance order is as follows:
HACUD > HACUD\P athAtt > HACUD\P athAtt+F eaAtt .
The results show that the hierarchical mechanism is able
to better utilize the user feature and features generated by
meta-paths in two aspects. First, different meta-paths have
different contributions to cash-out user prediction, which
cannot be treated equally (i.e., HACUD\P athAtt ). Second,
each user tends to place different importance to the various attributes for each meta-path. Ignoring such influence
may not be able to achieve the promising performance
for fully exploiting attribute and structure information (i.e.,
HACUD\P athAtt+F eaAtt ).
Furthermore, we report the performances based on sin-
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Figure 5: Performances comparison on different meta-paths
and corresponding attention values.
gle meta path and corresponding average attention value in
Fig. 5. As we have observed, the performances of HACUD
with different meta-paths and the corresponding attentions
are positively correlated ( i.e., important meta-paths tend
to attract more attentions). In other words, the proposed
HACUD model is potential to let different users focus on
the proper meta-paths.
Impact of Different Meta-paths. As mentioned above, our
model utilizes a selected set of meta-paths. To further analyze the impact of different meta-paths, we gradually incorporate these meta-paths into our model and observe the
performance change. In addition, we select GBDT as the
baselines in this experiment. For convenience, we make the
following denotation: (1) M1 : user feature only; (2) M2 :
user feature + U M U ; (3) M3 : user feature + U M U + U U ;
(3) M4 : user feature + U M U + U U + U M . As shown
in the Fig. 6, we can observe that the performance would
improve with the incorporation of more meta-paths, which
demonstrates the effectiveness of structure information contained in different meta-paths. Specially, we can find that our
model has a significant performance boost when adding the
meta-paths U M U and U M . This finding is consistent with
previous observation in Fig. 5, where these two meta-paths
have better performances, accompanying with higher attention values.
Parameter Tuning Besides the dimension of latent representation d in Table 2, our model also involves another important tuning parameter λ in Eq. 12. We vary it in the set
of {0.0, 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1.0}. As shown in Fig. 5,
the optimal performance is obtained near λ = 0.01, indicating that λ cannot be set too small or too large to prevent
overfitting and underfitting.

Related Work
As a newly emerging direction, heterogeneous information
network (Shi et al., 2017) can model complex objects and
their rich relations in real scenario. Due to the flexibility of
HIN in modeling various kinds of heterogeneous data, many
meta-path based search and mining tasks have been explored
in the past couple of years, including clustering (Sun et al.,
2012), classification (Ji, Han, and Danilevsky, 2011) and
recommendation (Hu et al., 2018). Considering the plentiful attributes in the nodes, Li et al. (2017) further proposes
attributed heterogeneous information network to enrich ob-
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Dataset.
jects’ information content and study the problem of clustering objects in an AHIN. Traditional network mining methods do not pay much attention to node attribute information,
which may play important roles in real applications. Therefore, we firstly propose to model the cash-out users detection
problem as a classification problem in AHIN.
On the other hand, network embedding has shown its
potential in structure feature extraction and has been successfully applied in many data mining tasks. Early network embedding methods focus on homogeneous network,
which usually utilize network context information to represent nodes, e.g., random walk based context (Perozzi, AlRfou, and Skiena, 2014; Grover and Leskovec, 2016), network neighborhood (Wang, Cui, and Zhu, 2016; Tang et
al., 2015), high order network proximity (Cao, Lu, and Xu,
2015). Recently, attention is increasingly shifting towards
heterogeneous network. Dong, Chawla, and Swami (2017)
obtain the context of nodes with meta-path based random
walk and learn the HIN embedding through heterogeneous
skip-gram model, while Fu, Lee, and Lei (2017) capture rich
relation semantics via neural network. Moreover, there are
also several works attempting to fully analyze networks via
embedding methods with features and labeled data, including GCN (Kipf and Welling, 2017), Structure2vec (Dai, Dai,
and Song, 2016) and so on. Unfortunately, these methods are
usually designed for specific task and only exploit partial information in networks, therefore they cannot be directly applied in the AHIN and the cash-out user detection problem
for promising performance.

Conclusion
In this paper, we first study the cash-out user detection problem under the attributed heterogenous information network
framework, constituted by objects and their relations in the
scenario of credit payment service, and propose a novel
HACUD model for the purpose. With the help of metapath based neighbors, we aggregate features of objects from
node attributes, as well as structure features generated by
meta-paths. Furthermore, we design a hierarchical attention mechanism to model user preferences towards attributes
and meta-paths. With the real datasets in Ant Credit Pay of
Ant Financial Services Group, extensive experiments for the
cash-user detection task demonstrate the effectiveness of our
model. As future work, we will investigate to integrating
more heterogeneous information (e.g., interaction relations)
and extending our model to semi-supervised scenario.
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